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Perfectionism is not about 
perfecting what you do. It’s 
about the fear that you will 
never be able to.
“Perfectionism is the setting of, and striving 
for, very demanding standards that are 
self-imposed and relentlessly pursued despite 
this causing problems. It involves basing 
one’s self-worth almost exclusively on how 
well these high standards are met.” 
Shafran, Egan, Wade (2010)
Rate a series of statements on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all true) to four (very true)
Avoidance and Fusion Questionnaire for Youth (AFQ-Y) 
“I push away thoughts and feelings I don’t 
like”
“Feeling scared or sad is bad”
 “If I feel sad or afraid, something must be 
wrong with me.”
Include but not limited to… 
Psychological Inflexibility

THE ACCEPTANCE OF EMOTIONAL 
SUFFERING INEVITABLY LEADS TO 
THE ACCEPTANCE OF PHYSICAL 
SUFFERING. 
PERFECTIONISM IS SOLELY A 
EUPHEMISM FOR A MENTAL TRAP, IT 
ISN'T WHAT WE THINK IT IS, IT'S NOT 
THE REALITY THAT WE ARE TAUGHT. 
THIS SOCIETAL IDEA IS NOT A 
CONSTRUCT OR A MIS-CONSTRUCT, 
ITS NEUROLOGICAL ARTIFICE
kur një lule nuk çelc, mos ndrysho lulen, po ndrysho ambjentin qe ushqen lulen
when a flower doesn't bloom, you fix the environment in which it grows, not the flower
